Agenda forwarded via email 10-11-2018:

With Rachel Clark out on medical leave, Tim Davis will lead the discussion on Monday. For your review and preparation for our discussions, please find the attached documents. Aaron Pettis has also weighed in on some items and will provide more detailed discussion on thoughts / concerns. He also wanted to make sure that the group was aware of the following:

Major substantive changes since the last draft to let the group know about:

- Incorporated the definition of permanent multiple spaces into the definition section
- Simplified the changes to the definition of subdivision.
- Moved the proposed new section regarding County Water and Sewer Districts to 104(6)(m) instead of a new section
- Working on a new proposal to rewrite -125 and -127 to make those sections clearer now that all the new types of subdivisions are being included (ie, lifting sanitary restrictions, allowing County WSDs, the subdivisions exempt under the Platting Act that were added in 2017).
- Topic for group to discuss: What should be the timeline for providing adequate facilities be for MFEs? The language in the draft is unchanged but highlighted.

Thank you for your patience. Looking forward to our meeting on Monday,

Kevin Smith

(I will see about getting a call in number for those who aren’t traveling as well)